Provides **$52.81 billion** to secure critical infrastructure, protects our national security, and uphold the rights and dignity of immigrants

### Secures Our Critical Infrastructure
- Increases funding for the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) by $397 million, nearly 20 percent, for a total of $2.42 billion to prevent cyber-attacks, root out cyber intrusions, and protect critical infrastructure and communications systems

### Promotes Maritime Security
- Increase funding for Coast Guard operations by $659 million, or nearly 8 percent, including funding for tuition assistance and other educational opportunities to support retention and recruitment and new resources for communications and command and control systems
- Invests in the resources needed to protect our maritime security interests, including $170 million for long lead time materials for a third Polar Security Cutter, $597 million for the Offshore Patrol Cutter program and $128 million for an HC-130J long range aircraft

### Responsibly Funds Border Security
- Funds the construction and modernization of land port of entry facilities
- Rescinds prior year border barrier funding and makes funding available to mitigate the environmental impacts of past border barrier construction
- Invests in border security and port of entry technologies while also establishing new public reporting requirements on their use
- Provides no funding for additional Border Patrol Agents or border barriers

### Respects Rights and Dignity of Immigrants
- Reduces Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) detention capacity to the lowest level since 2006, and increases funding for Alternatives to Detention and case management
- Eliminates family detention while funding a new $100 million non-custodial, community-based shelter grant program for immigration processing, ATD enrollment, and provision of case management services for migrant families and vulnerable single adults
- Improves migrant processing with $170 million for construction of multi-agency Integrated Migrant Processing Centers at the border
- Provides $345 million for new staff and overtime at Citizenship and Immigration Services to reduce immigration, refugee, and asylum application backlogs
- Recaptures unused family, diversity, and employment-based visas from prior years
- Authorizes the entry of diversity visa holders who were denied entry under executive orders and proclamations of the prior administration

### Provides Additional Disaster Relief
- Cancels all outstanding FEMA Community Disaster Loans as of the end of June 2021
- Mandates at least a 90 percent federal cost share for emergencies and disasters that occurred or were declared during 2020